Dear Sir/Madam

I am writing to provide a feedback about English skills for registration.

In my opinion, the policy needs to be changed to that applications can provide sufficient English exam more than in one sitting.

Because Dentist applications are able to submit English exam results more than one sitting. They can collect each section of English exam result.

I was told many international students are struggling with the English exam due to they can not pass the exam in one sitting.

When they passed the reading, they failed the writing. However, they can perform sufficient English skills and they passed all sections.

Only thing that they can not make all passed result in one paper. It is very unfair for them.

Thus I hope the policy will be changed for students and hospitals. Hospitals need to more nurses. But very smart nurses can not work because of the exam.

I have never heard about any medical accident by nurses because of English skills.

They are all desperate to obtain a license.

Thank you

Yours sincerely

Kanai